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In this paper, we study the persistence of a periodic Kolmogorov system which
models the growth of n interacting biological species. The system is assumed to
have a simple dynamic, in the sense that each coordinate subsystem possesses a
global attractor. Our research is mainly addressed to the case in which there exists
at least a predator among the n species. However, we also obtain a result about
persistence for a class of competitive systems. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThis research was motivated by a paper by Freedman and Waltman 5
about the persistence of a three interacting species system including a
predator and a prey. The basic idea of that paper is simply to make all
attractors on the faces of the three-dimensional positive cone, unstable.
Another important motivation comes from the fact that almost all
Žw x.papers about persistence are devoted to autonomous systems 2]4, 6, 7
Žwand very little is known about the persistence of the periodic systems 1,
x.10 .
w xIn this paper, we improve the main result in 5 in two different
Ž .directions. First, we consider periodic nonautonomous systems and sec-
ond, we obtain some results in dimension greater than three.
To be more precise, we consider the system
xX s x f t , x , . . . , x , 1 F i F n , 1.1Ž . Ž .i i i 1 n
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n Ž .where f : R = R “ R is continuous and f t, x is T-periodic in t andi q i
locally Lipschitz continuous in x, for 1 F i F n.
 4In the following, we write I s 1, . . . , n . Given a nonempty subset I ofn
I , we denote byn
xX s x f t , x e , i g I , 1.2Ž .Ýi i i j jž /
igI
Ž . Ž .the subsystem of Eq. 1.1 that describes the growth of the species xi ig I
Ž .in the absence of the other ones. Here and henceforth, e , . . . , e denotes1 n
the canonical vector basis of R n.
Our basic assumption is that for each proper and nonempty subset I of
Ž . I Ž I .I , system 1.2 has a global attractor U [ U , which is hyperbolic inn i ig I
the following sense:
T If t , U t e dt / 0, ; j f I. 1.3Ž . Ž .ÝH j i iž /
0 igI
We also assume that U I is unstable in the sense that for some j f I, we
have
T If t , U t e dt ) 0. 1.4Ž . Ž .ÝH j i iž /
0 igI
Finally, we say that U I is positi¤e if U I ) 0 for all i g I. Our main resultsi
are the following two theorems.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that U I is positi¤e for each nonempty and proper
Ž .subset I of I and that Eq. 1.4 holds for all j f I. Assume further that theren
exists 1 F i F n such that
T T
f t , 0 dt / 0 - f t , 0 dt , ; j / i .Ž . Ž .H Hi j
0 0
Ž . Ž .If u s u , . . . , u is a positi¤e solution of Eq. 1.1 which is defined and1 n
w . Ž .bounded on 0, ‘ , then u is persistent. That is, lim inf u t ) 0 fort “q‘ i
all i.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let n s 3 and suppose that Eqs. 1.3 ] 1.4 hold. As-
sume further that there exist 1 F j, k F 3 such that U k4 ’ 0 - U  j4 and
T
f t , 0 dt / 0, ; i .Ž .H i
0
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 remains true.
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Theorem 1.1 will be proved in Section 2, while Theorem 1.2 will be
proved in Section 4. Our main tool is Proposition 2.5 below, which plays
w xthe role of Lemma A1 in 5 , about the stable and unstable manifolds of a
hyperbolic equilibrium belonging to an v-limit set.
Remark. In the autonomous case, Theorem 1.2 does not improve the
w xmain result in 5 . However, we can show that the result in that paper
contains only a single case which is not covered by Theorem 1.2. In fact,
using the notations in Theorem 1.2, the above mentioned case occurs when
U i, k4, U  j, k4 are positive global attractors and U i, j4 is positive and unsta-
ble. The proof of this assertion is not trivial and too long to be explained
here.
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
n Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Given p g R , we denote by n t, p s n t, p , . . . , n t, p the solu-q 1 n
Ž . Ž .tion of Eq. 1.1 determined by the initial condition n 0, p s p. We say
n Ž . Ž .that p g R is periodic if n t, p is a T-periodic solution of Eq. 1.1 . Thisq
Ž . Ž .system is termed GAS globally asymptotically stable if n t, p is defined
w . non 0, ‘ for all p ) 0 and there exists a stable periodic point p g R0
such that
n t , p y n t , p “ 0 as t “ q‘,Ž . Ž .0
Ž .for all p ) 0. In this case, we say that n t, p is a global attractor of Eq.0
Ž .1.1 .
w x w xThe existence of global attractors was considered in 8 . See also 9, 10
for the case n s 1.
Remark 2.1. Suppose n s 1 and that U is a global attractor of
Ž . Ž .Eq. 1.1 . If u is a solution of this system and u 0 ) 0, then it is defined
w . Ž . Ž .and bounded on 0, ‘ . Moreover, if u 0 - U 0 , then u is defined on R
Ž . Ž . Ž .and u t “ 0 as t “ y‘, while, if u 0 ) U 0 , then u is unbounded. In
Ž .particular, if U ’ 0, then each positive solution of Eq. 1.1 is unbounded.
Ž . Ž .In the following, u s u , . . . , u denotes a positive solution of Eq. 1.11 n
w . Ž .which is defined and bounded on 0, ‘ . As usual, the discrete v-limit set
Ž . nof u is defined as the set V s V u consisting of all points p g R suchq
that
u n T “ p , 2.1Ž . Ž .k
Ž .for some strictly increasing sequence n of N. If u is bounded, we alsok
Ž . Ž .define the discrete a-limit set of u as the set L s L u consisting of all
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n Ž .points p g R such that Eq. 2.1 holds for some strictly decreasingq
Ž .sequence n in Z. We recall that v and a limit sets are compact andk
nonempty.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Remark 2.2. If p g V s V u resp. p g L s L u and Eq. 2.1
Ž . Ž .holds, then u n T q t “ n t, p as k “ q‘ for all t in the domain ofk
Ž . Ž .n t, p . From this, n t, p is defined and bounded on R.
Ž . Ž .Finally, we say that u is strong persistent if lim inf u t ) 0, fort “q‘ i
all i. In the following, V denotes the v-limit set of u.
PROPOSITION 2.3. If V l › R n s B, then u is persistent.q
Proof. Assume that our result is false and fix a sequence t “ q‘ suchj
Ž . Ž .that u t “ p s p , . . . , p , where p s 0 for some i. Let us writej 1 n i
w .t s n T q r , where n is an integer and r g 0, T . Without loss ofj j j j j
Ž .generality, we can suppose that n is a strictly increasing sequence of Nj
Ž . w xand that r converges to a point r g 0, T .j
Ž . Ž .Let ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ be the solution of Eq. 1.1 determined by the initial1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .condition ¤ r s p. Then, u n T q t “ ¤ t as j “ q‘ and hence, ¤ isj
Ž .bounded. In particular, it is defined on R and ¤ 0 g V. On the other
Ž . nhand, ¤ ’ 0 and so, ¤ 0 g › R . This contradicts our assumption and thei q
proof is complete.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that Eq. 1.1 has a global attractor U and that
Ž . nu is bounded. If u / U, then L u ; › R .q
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists a strictly increasing
Ž . Ž Ž ..sequence n in N such that u yn T converges to a positive point ofk k
n n Ž .R and fix a compact set K in the interior of R such that u yn T g Kq k
Ž . Ž .for all k g N. Since U 0 is a stable periodic point of Eq. 1.1 and U is a
global attractor of this system, then, for each e ) 0, there exists t ) 0 such
that
n t , p y U t F e if t G t ; p g K .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .If we write u s s n s, q , then
n t , n yn T , q y U t F e ; t G t ; k g N.Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Now, let us fix k g N such that n T ) t . By the above relation, we havek
5 5q y U 0 s n n T , n yn T , q y U n T F e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k
Ž .and hence, q s U 0 . Thus, u ’ U, and this contradiction ends the proof.
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Now, we shall show our basic tool.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that p s p , . . . , p g V is periodic and let1 n
 4I s i g I : p ) 0 . If there exists a proper subset J of I containing I suchn i n
that
1 T
a [ f t , n t , p dt ) 0 ; i f J ,Ž .Ž .Hi iT 0
Ž .then V contains a point q s q , . . . , q / p such that q ) 0 if i g I and1 n i
q s 0 if i f J.i
Ž .Proof. We first assume that n t, p ’ 1 for all i g I and thati
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . .f t, n t, p ) 0 for all i f J. Note that, in this case, n t, p ’ p . Fromi
Ž .this, there exist a ) 0, r g 0, 1 such that
5 5f t , x G a if i f J and x y p F r . 2.2Ž . Ž .‘i
Ž xGiven e g 0, r and s g R, we shall show that the following holds.
Ž .Claim. There exists t ) s such that u t - e if i f I and eitheri
< Ž . < Ž .u t y 1 s r for some i g I or u t s r for some i g J _ I. To showi i
Ž .this, let us define R s I = ??? = I , where I s 1 y r, 1 q r if i g I, I1 n i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .s 0, r if i g J _ I, and I s 0, e if i f J. Since p g V and Eq. 2.2i
Ž . Ž .holds, there exist t ) t ) t ) s such that u t g R, u t f R, and2 1 0 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u t g R; thus, there exists t g t , t such that u t g R for all t g t , t2 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .and u t f R. Using Eq. 2.2 once again, we conclude by contradiction
Ž .that u t - e if i f J and the proof of the claim follows easily.i
Ž Ž ..By the above claim, there exists a sequence t “ q‘ such that u tj j
Ž .converges to a point x s x , . . . , x with the following properties: x s 01 n i
< <if i f J and either x s r for some i g J _ I or x y 1 s r for somei i
i g I. In particular, x ) 0 for all i g I and x / p.i
Ž .Without loss of generality, we can suppose that t s n T q r , where nj j j j
Ž . w .is a strictly increasing sequence of N and r is a sequence of 0, Tj
w x Ž .converging to a point r g 0, T . Let ¤ s ¤ , . . . , ¤ be the solution of1 n
Ž . Ž .Eq. 1.1 determined by the initial condition ¤ r s x and let q s
Ž . Ž .q , . . . , q s n 0 . Obviously, q s 0 if i f J and q ) 0 if i g I. On the1 n i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .other hand, if ¤ 0 s p, then, by uniqueness, ¤ t ’ n t, p ’ p and hence
x s p. This contradiction proves that q / p and the proof of our special
case is complete.
To show the general case, let us fix, for i f J, a T-periodic differentiable
Ž .function B : R “ 0, ‘ such thati
BX tŽ .i
f t , n t , p s a q .Ž .Ž .i i B tŽ .i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Define also B t s n t, p if i g I and B t ’ 1 if i g J _ I. By thei i i
Ž .change of variables y s x rB , system 1.1 becomesi i i
yX s y g t , y , . . . , y , 1 F i F n , 2.3Ž . Ž .i i i 1 n
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . XŽ . Ž .where g t, y , . . . , y s f t, B t y , . . . , B t y y B t rB t .i 1 n i 1 1 n n i i
Ž U U . Ž . ULet u* s u , . . . , u be the solution of Eq. 2.3 defined by u s u rB1 n i i i
Ž Ž . Ž ..and let V* be the v-limit set of u*. Then, p* [ p rB 0 , . . . , p rB 01 1 n n
Ž .is a periodic point of Eq. 2.3 in V* and the assumptions of our special
case are satisfied. The proof follows now easily.
Remark 2.6. Proposition 2.5 remains true if u is bounded and we
Ž .replace V by the a-limit set L s L u .
Ž .Proof. As above, we can suppose that n t, p ’ 1 for all i g I and thati
Ž . Ž xEq. 2.2 holds. Given e g 0, r and s g R, we shall prove the existence
of t - s such that the assertions in the above claim are valid. To this end,
Ž .define R as in Proposition 2.5 and fix t - t - s such that u t g R and1 0 0
Ž . Ž .u t f R. Now it suffices to define t as the point in t , t determined by1 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .the conditions u t g R for t g t , t and u t f R.0
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that the tri¤ial solution is a global attractor
Ž .of Eq. 1.2 for each nonempty subset I of I . Then, each positi¤e solution ofn
Ž .Eq. 1.1 is unbounded.
Proof. If n s 1, the proof follows from Remark 2.1. By induction, we
Ž .can suppose that Eq. 1.2 has no positive bounded solutions for any
proper and nonempty subset I of I .n
Ž .Assume now that u s u , . . . , u is a positive bounded solution of1 n
Ž .Eq. 1.1 and let L be its a-limit set. It is clear that 0 f L since the trivial
Ž .solution is a global attractor of Eq. 1.1 . Let us fix p g L and note that by
 4Proposition 2.4, I [ i g I : p ) 0 is a proper subset of I . Note alson i n
Ž Ž ..that I is nonempty since 0 f L. From this and Remark 2.2, n t, p isi ig I
Ž .a bounded positive solution of Eq. 1.2 and this contradiction ends the
proof.
COROLLARY 2.8. Suppose that there exists a nonempty and proper subset J
of I such thatn
T
f t , 0 dt ) 0 if i f J .Ž .H i
0
Ž .Assume further that the tri¤ial solution is a global attractor of Eq. 1.2 for
each nonempty subset I of J. Then 0 f V.
ŽProof. Assume on the contrary that 0 g V. By Proposition 2.5 with
. Ž .p s 0 and I s B , there exists a point q s q , . . . , q g V such that1 n
 4q s 0 if i f J and q / 0. Thus, I [ i g I : q ) 0 is a nonempty subseti n i
of J.
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Ž .Note that by our assumption and by Proposition 2.7, system 1.2 has no
Ž Ž ..positive bounded solutions. On the other hand, n t, q is a positivei ig I
bounded solution of this system, and this contradiction ends the proof.
Remark 2.9. Corollary 2.8 remains valid if u is bounded and V is
replaced by the a-limit set of u.
I  Ž . nGiven a subset I of I , we define R s x s x , . . . , x g R : x sn 1 n i
4 B  40 ; i f I . Note that R s 0 .
COROLLARY 2.10. Let I be a proper and nonempty subset of I andn
Ž . Ž .suppose that U s U is a positi¤e global attractor of Eq. 1.2 such thati ig I
T
f t , U t e dt ) 0 if j f I.Ž .ÝH j i iž /
0 igI
If V l R J s B for each proper subset J of I, then V l R I s B.
Ž .Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists p s p , . . . , p g V1 n
such that p s 0 for all i f I and note that p ) 0 for all i g I sincei i
J Ž . Ž Ž ..V l R s B for each proper subset J of I. From this, n t [ n t, pI I ig I
Ž .is a positive solution of Eq. 1.2 and by Proposition 2.4, applied to system
Ž . Ž .1.2 , we have U s n . In particular, p s Ý U 0 e and so, p is periodic.I ig I i i
Ž .By Proposition 2.5, with J s I, there exists q s q , . . . , q g V such that1 n
q ) 0 for i g I, q s 0 if i f I and q / p. From this, q g V l R I, andi i
Ž .replacing p by q in the above argument, we obtain q s Ý U 0 e . Thus,ig I i i
q s p and this contradiction ends the proof.
THEOREM 2.11. Let P be the family of all proper and nonempty subsets
of I , and suppose that there exists a subfamily F of P such thatn
Ž .i B g F.
Ž . Iii R l V s B for all I g F.
Ž . Ž .iii For each I g P _ F, system 1.2 has a positi¤e global attractor
I Ž I .U s U such thati ig I
T If t , U t e dt ) 0 ; j f I.Ž .ÝH j i iž /
0 igI
Then u is persistent.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that the result is false. By Proposition
2.3, V l R I / B for some I g P _ F, and we can suppose, without loss
of generality, that the cardinality of I is minimal with respect to this
property.
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Ž .Let J be a proper subset of I. By our choice of I and assumption ii ,
J Ž . IR l V s B. Moreover, by i , 0 f V and by Corollary 2.10, R l V s B.
This contradiction ends the proof.
T Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.1. If H f t, 0 dt ) 0, then the trivial solution of0 i
Ž . T Ž .Eq. 1.1 is a source and so 0 f V. On the other hand, if H f t, 0 dt - 0,0 i
then U i4 ’ 0, and by Corollary 2.8, 0 f V. The proof follows now from
 4Theorem 2.11, with F s B .
3. PLANAR SYSTEMS
In this section, we consider the planar system
x9 s xf t , x , y , y9 s yg t , x , y , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
where f , g : R = R2 “ R are continuous functions which are T-periodic inq
Ž .t and locally Lipschitz continuous in x, y . We shall assume that the
logistic equation
x9 s xf t , x , 0 3.2Ž . Ž .
has a positive global attractor U such that
T
g t , U t , 0 dt ) 0. 3.3Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
We also assume that the logistic equation
y9 s yg t , 0, y 3.4Ž . Ž .
has a global attractor V.
Ž . T Ž .THEOREM 3.1 ‘‘Predator]prey’’ . If V ’ 0 and H f t, 0, 0 dt ) 0, then0
Ž .each positi¤e and bounded solution of Eq. 3.1 in forward time is persistent.
Ž .Proof. Let V be the v-limit set of a positive solution of Eq. 3.1
bounded on forward time. By Corollary 2.8, 0 f V. On the other hand, by
Remark 2.1, V does not meet the y axis and the proof follows from a
suitable application of Theorem 2.11.
From Theorem 1.1, we also have the following.
Ž . T Ž Ž ..THEOREM 3.2 ‘‘Competition’’ . Assume V ) 0. If H t, 0, V t dt ) 00
and
T T
f t , 0, 0 dt , g t , 0, 0 dt ) 0,Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
then the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 remains ¤alid.
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4. THE CASE n s 3
w xIn this section, we improve the main result in 5 to the periodic case.
Ž .We shall assume that system 1.1 satisfies the following hypotheses:
Ž . Ž .H For each proper and nonempty subset I of I , system 1.2 has1 n
I Ž I .a global attractor U s U .i ig I
Ž . T Ž IŽ . .H H f t,Ý U t e dt / 0 if j f I.2 0 j ig I i i
Ž . T Ž IŽ . .H H f t,Ý U t e dt ) 0 for some j f I.3 0 j ig I i i
Ž . T Ž . Ž .H H f t, 0 dt / 0 for all i and there exists j, k such that4 0 i
T Ž . T Ž .H f t, 0 dt ) 0 ) H f t, 0 dt.0 j 0 k
Remark 4.1. Suppose that U  b 4 ’ 0 for some b g I . By Remark 2.1, itn
follows that if 0 f V, then R b 4 l V s B.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2 n G 3 . Suppose that there exists a / b in I such thatn
U a 4 ) 0 and U  b 4 ’ U a , b 4 ’ 0. If 0 f V andb
T a 4f t , U t e dt ) 0 ; j / a , b ,Ž .Ž .H j a
0
then Ra , b 4 l V s B.
Ž .Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists p s p , . . . , p g V1 n
Ž . Ž .such that p , p / 0, 0 and p s 0 if i / a , b. By Remark 4.1, we havea b i
p ) 0.a
Ž .Claim. There exists q s q , . . . , q g V such that q ) 0 if i s a , b1 n i
Žand q s 0 otherwise. To show this, we can assume p s 0. Otherwise, wei b
. a 4Ž .take q s p. By the argument in Corollary 2.10, p s U 0 e , and bya
 4 Ž .Proposition 2.5 with J s a , b , there exists q s q , . . . , q / p in V1 n
Ž . Ž .such that q ) 0 and q , q / 0, 0 . If q s 0, then, by the abovea a b b
a 4Ž .argument, q s U 0 e s p and this contradiction proves the claim.a
Ž .Let L be the a-limit set of n t, q , where q is given by the claim above
 4and let I s a , b . By a suitable application of Proposition 2.4 to the
Ž . a 4  b 4system 1.2 , we conclude that L ; R j R . But L ; V, and by
Remark 4.1, L ; Ra 4.
Ž a 4 . Ž .Note now that U , 0 and 0, 0 are the only T-periodic solutions of
Ž . Ž . T Ž .Eq. 1.2 and 0, 0 is not a global attractor since H f t, 0 dt ) 0 )0 a
T Ž . a , b 4 a 4 a 4Ž .H f t, 0 dt. From this, U s U and hence U 0 e f L, since0 b a a
a , b 4 Ž .U is the global attractor of Eq. 1.2 .
Let us fix Q g L. By the argument in the above claim, we conclude that
a 4Ž .Q s U 0 e and this contradiction ends the proof.a
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Ž .PROPOSITION 4.3 n G 3 . Suppose that there exists a / b in I such thatn
U i4 is positi¤e for i s a , b , U a , b 4 ’ 0, andb
T a 4  b 4f t , U t e q U t e dt ) 0 if j / a , b .Ž . Ž .Ž .H j a b
0
If R b 4 l V s B, then Ra 4 l V s B.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that Ra 4 l V contains a point p. Since
a 4Ž .V does not meet the b axis, then 0 f V, and by Remark 2.1, p s U 0 e .a
Ž . a , b 4By Proposition 2.5, there exists q s q , . . . , q g V l R such that1 n
q / p and q ) 0, and the proof follows as in Proposition 4.2.a
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
34 14 T Ž . T Ž .U ’ 0 - U . In particular, H f t, 0 dt ) 0 ) H f t, 0 dt.0 1 0 3
24 T Ž . 1, 24If U ’ 0, then H f t, 0 dt - 0 and hence U ’ 0. From this and0 2
 4 24Corollary 2.8 with J s 2, 3 , we have 0 f V. On the other hand, if U is
T Ž .  4positive, then H f t, 0 dt ) 0, and by Corollary 2.8 with J s 3 , we once0 2
again have 0 f V. Anyway, RB l V s B.
Ž . Ž .By the change of variables x , x , x “ x , x , x , it suffices to con-1 2 3 2 1 3
sider the following seven cases:
Ž . 24 1, 34 2, 34i U is positive and U , U are not positive.
Ž . 24 2, 34 1, 34 1, 24ii U , U are positive and U , U are not positive.
Ž . 24 1, 34 2, 34 1, 24iii U is positive, U is not positive, and U , U are
positive.
Ž . 24 1, 34 2, 34 1, 24iv U , U , and U are positive and U is not positive.
Ž . 24 1, 34 2, 34 1, 24v U , U , U , and U are positive.
Ž . 24 1, 34vi U ’ 0 and U is not positive.
Ž . 24 1, 34vii U ’ 0 and U is positive.
Ž .We remark at once that v is a special case of Theorem 1.1.
Case i. It is easy to show that U 1, 34 s U 14 and U 1, 34 ’ 0. In particu-1 3
T Ž 14Ž . . Ž .lar, H f t, U t , 0, 0 dt - 0, and by H ,0 3 3
T 14f t , U t , 0, 0 dt ) 0. 4.1Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2
0
From this and Proposition 4.2, V l R1, 34 s B. Analogously,
T 24 2 , 34f t , 0, U t , 0 dt ) 0 and V l R s B.Ž .Ž .H 1
0
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1, 24 Ž .It is clear now that U is positive and the proof of case i follows from
 44Theorem 2.11 with F s P _ 1, 2 .
Case i¤. Since U 1, 24 is not positive, we can assume without loss of
generality that U 1, 24 ’ 0. From this, U 1, 24 s U 24 and1 2
T T14 24f t , U t , 0, 0 dt ) 0 ) f t , 0, U t , 0 dt.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H2 1
0 0
2, 34 T Ž 14Ž . .On the other hand, U is positive and hence H f t, U t , 0, 0 dt ) 0.0 3
Ž  4. 14It follows from Corollary 2.10 with I s 1 that V l R s B, and by
Proposition 4.3, V l R24 s B.
We shall prove now that V l R1, 24 s B. To this end, assume by
Ž .contradiction that there exists p s p , p , 0 in V such that p ) 0 for1 2 i
Ž . 24Ž . Ž .i s 1, 2. Since n t, p y U t e “ 0 as t “ q‘ and n kT , p g V for2
all k g N, then U 24e g V and this contradiction proves our assertion.2
 4  44The proof follows now from Theorem 2.11 with F s P _ 1, 3 , 2, 3 .
Ž . 1, 34 Ž .Case ¤i. As in case i , V l R s B and Eq. 4.1 holds. In particu-
1, 24 T Ž .lar, U is positive. On the other hand, H f t, 0 dt - 0 for i s 2, 3, and0 i
hence, U 2, 34 ’ 0. By Proposition 2.7 and Remark 2.2, V l R2, 34 s B and
Ž .the proof follows as in case i .
The other cases are proved in similar form, and the proof is complete.
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